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Abstract
The emerging QUIC transport protocol offers new opportunities to protect user privacy. We present MIMIQ, a privacyenhancing system that leverages QUIC to protect user identity
and thwart traffic-analysis attacks. MIMIQ leverages QUIC’s
connection migration capability to change a client’s IP
address frequently—even within individual connections—
without disrupting ongoing transfers or changing the client’s
physical location. MIMIQ is readily deployable, requiring no
cooperation from networks other than the trusted network
where it runs. The trusted network facilitates routing of
return traffic by running an address allocation server that
assigns IP addresses to clients and forwarding rules to
switches. By strategically choosing migration times, MIMIQ
can defeat certain traffic-analysis attacks while incurring low
performance overhead.

1

Introduction

As the general public has grown more and more concerned
with maintaining privacy online, there has been an increasing
adoption of encryption over the Internet. Nowadays, almost all
communication over the Internet is encrypted [19]. While this
may obscure much of the information content, users’ Internet
Protocol (IP) addresses are still visible to eavesdroppers, and
may leak sensitive information [8, 9, 11, 13, 23, 34].
Most existing approaches for hiding users’ IP addresses,
such as Tor [7] and network-layer anonymity systems [3–5,15,
30], face serious deployment challenges, because they require
either extensive modifications to the Internet or support from
many stakeholders (e.g., Autonomous Systems along the
client-server path). Alternatively, a single ISP could deploy
the Address Hiding Protocol (AHP) [26] to encrypt each
flow’s source IP address to make it look like another random
address in the same network (similar to NAT). However,
AHP’s address mixing is coarse-grained, with randomization
at the flow level. As such, AHP does not protect against trafficanalysis attacks, which can learn a user’s sensitive information
based on a single flow [14, 22, 24, 32, 33].
We therefore ask this question: Can we achieve finegrained and flexible IP address mixing? Instead of randomizing a user’s IP address on a per-flow basis, we want to
randomize the IP address in the middle of a flow, or even
every few packets. At first glance, this seems to be infeasible,
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Figure 1: MIMIQ setup: clients in the trusted network communicate
with an unmodified QUIC server.
as doing so in TCP, the current cornerstone of the Internet,
would break ongoing connections.
The emerging QUIC [18] transport protocol, however,
brings a new opportunity—a connection migration feature
that can change a client’s IP address during an ongoing
connection. Originally designed to support mobile clients,
connection migration can be used in a novel way to randomize
client IP addresses. We propose MIMIQ (Masking IPs with
Migration In QUIC), a privacy-enhancing system that enables
flexible IP address mixing. MIMIQ only relies on a single
trusted network for deployment, as shown in Figure 1. Using
MIMIQ, a client frequently changes its IP address (i.e.,
IP hopping) within the trusted network’s address space,
without changing locations or disrupting ongoing connections.
Leveraging IP hopping and QUIC, MIMIQ prevents an
adversary from discovering the client originating a flow or
associating multiple flows with the same client. By changing
the IP address in the middle of a connection, MIMIQ can
split a connection into multiple smaller flows to reduce the
amount of information the adversary can learn from a single
connection, further mitigating traffic-analysis attacks.
One major challenge is that changing the client’s IP address
makes it difficult to route return traffic back to the client.
Another challenge is to avoid different clients using the same
IP address at the same time (i.e., address collisions) to prevent
a client from receiving traffic intended for another client.
To handle these issues, the trusted network runs an address
allocation server that assigns IP addresses to its clients and
forwarding-table entries to its switches. Before performing
connection migration, a client requests new IP addresses from
the allocation server, which can carefully select addresses to
avoid collisions while preventing the adversary from guessing
the IP addresses assigned to each client. The server then

updates the forwarding rules in some critical switches to
facilitate routing of return traffic. The cooperation between
the allocation server and network switches enables MIMIQ to
scale to large networks, which provide larger anonymity sets
(i.e., more clients and more IP addresses) for better privacy. In
a way, MIMIQ achieves connection migration for a stationary
client by migrating the client twice—once in the transport
layer with QUIC and again in the routing layer.
MIMIQ is incrementally deployable: other than the allocation server and several critical switches in the trusted network,
MIMIQ does not make modifications to the existing network
and server infrastructure. We do not require changes to QUICbased client applications or the remote server (beyond running
QUIC), or require the participation of other networks. The
low deployment barriers allow access ISPs to participate for
financial incentives, e.g., an ISP can deploy MIMIQ as a
privacy-enhancing service to attract more customers.
We implement a proof-of-concept prototype of MIMIQ
and test its feasibility using Mininet [21] with an unmodified
QUIC server. As expected, performance overhead increases
with migration frequency. However, clients who prefer privacy
over performance may tolerate higher overhead. In fact,
clients can apply flexible IP hopping strategies to strike a
balance between performance and privacy. We demonstrate
that, under certain scenarios, the client only needs to change
its IP address once during a connection to effectively defeat
the adversary.
Overall, MIMIQ is a novel privacy application of QUIC.
Our work suggests that QUIC has great potential for bootstrapping advanced privacy-enhancing techniques.

2

Background

Threat model. A client communicates through a trusted
provider (e.g., enterprise or ISP network) with an unmodified
remote server, using standard QUIC [17] (see §3.1 for more
details) as the transport protocol. The participating client
runs a MIMIQ agent, which can configure host IP addresses,
to cooperate with the trusted provider to enable frequent IP
address hopping. The trusted provider’s network (or trusted
network for simplicity) can be either a IPv4 or IPv6 network.
To have a good anonymity set, we assume a considerable
number of clients participate in MIMIQ, and the trusted
provider reserves at least the same number of public IP
addresses for the participating clients.
We focus on a passive adversary, who sits between the
trusted provider’s network and the server, and can see and
record all traffic exchanged between the trusted network
and the server. In addition, the adversary may control a
few hosts in the trusted network, send arbitrary traffic to
the server, and observe the IP addresses of the traffic sent
by these colluding hosts. The adversary’s main goal is to
discover the client’s original network-layer identity. Also,

the adversary may perform traffic-analysis attacks to learn
sensitive information about the client (e.g., the website the
client is visiting). The adversary, however, cannot see traffic
within the trusted network (which may reduce the anonymity
set) or between the non-colluding clients and the trusted
provider. The trusted network should be properly protected
with best security practices (e.g., setting up IPsec between
geographically distributed sub-networks) and the adversary
cannot compromise the trusted network.
The server will not collude with the adversary, but may be
curious about the client’s identity. We do not try to hide that
the changing IP addresses are part of the same connection
from the server, but do want to hide the client’s identity.
Privacy goals. MIMIQ does not aim to achieve privacy
properties as strong as those of Tor and other network-layer
anonymity systems (e.g., receiver anonymity and location
anonymity). By employing ephemeral IP addresses, MIMIQ
aims to make discovering the identity (IP address) of the client
more difficult and provide stronger resilience against trafficanalysis attacks. To mitigate traffic-analysis attacks, MIMIQ
needs to achieve client unlinkabilty, i.e., the adversary cannot
reliably link packets to the same client, which QUIC already
provides to some extent. Some side-channels (e.g., packet
timing) may be exploited to link traffic to clients, but we do
not yet consider them in this work. A key factor in achieving
these goals is QUIC’s handling of encryption and migration,
discussed in §3.1.
Related work. Tor [7] and network-layer anonymity systems,
such as LAP [15], Dovetail [30], HORNET [3], and PHI [5],
provide stronger privacy guarantees than MIMIQ; however,
they typically require multiple ASes along an end-to-end path
to cooperate in the protocol, which raises their deployment
barriers. SPINE [6] performs per-packet encryption to hide
endpoints’ IP addresses and to hinder traffic-analysis attacks,
but requires the cooperation of endpoint ASes. MASQUE [31,
Sec 8.1] suggests mitigating traffic-analysis attacks by transferring QUIC connections among a set of proxy servers.
Unfortunately, QUIC has limited support for server-address
migration [17, Sec 9.6]. Address Hiding Protocol (AHP) [26]
can conceal client IP address in a single trusted AS, but it
lacks flexibility and fails to protect against traffic-analysis
attacks. Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), though lightweight,
require careful configurations to avoid unintentional IP
leaks [25]. Besides, public VPN services may collect client
IP addresses [23] and sell this information to advertising
companies to facilitate delivering of IP targeting ads [8].
HyWF aims to defeat traffic-analysis attacks by sending
traffic over different routing paths via MPTCP so that
adversaries only get partial flow information [12]. However,
multipathing itself does not offer unlinkability and anonymity
against eavesdroppers or endpoints. A powerful adversary
could be listening on multiple paths that the client uses,
and may still be able to reconstruct connections based on

the global data sequence numbers. In MIMIQ, even an
adversary that sees all of a client’s traffic still cannot reliably
reconstruct connections. MIMIQ can be used in combination
with multipathing to further improve user privacy.

3

MIMIQ Design

MIMIQ hides client identities by repeatedly changing client
IP addresses. MIMIQ has three components: the client
agent, the address allocation server, and the edge switch.
The allocation server, which has a global view of the IP
address assignment in the trusted network, assigns unused
IP addresses to a client upon request, and dynamically
updates forwarding rules in the switches to route return
traffic. Running on participating clients’ hosts, the MIMIQ
agent communicates with the allocation server to request IP
addresses, determines when to hop to a new address and which
address to use, and performs IP hopping.

3.1

Seamless connection migration via QUIC

One of the major problems with changing a client’s IP address
is that all the connections established from the client to the
server could be disrupted. If a connection to the server is
dropped, the client must attempt to reestablish the connection
and incur a significant performance penalty. To avoid this,
MIMIQ leverages QUIC’s connection migration capability.
QUIC is a transport protocol developed by Google [18].
Although still in development, QUIC is seeing rapid adoption
as it is is the basis of HTTP/3 [2]: QUIC accounted for
about 7% of global Internet traffic in 2016 [18]. Since 2016,
the number of QUIC-enabled domains has increased by a
factor of 40 to more than 600 K, and the number of QUICcapable IPs has almost tripled to over 1.6 M [28, 29]. The
connection migration feature of QUIC allows a client to
change its IP address in the middle of a connection without
having to reestablish the connection. QUIC connection
migration involves sending a relatively small token for path
validation [17, Sec 8.2], which offers substantial performance
benefits over a protocol like TCP that does not support
migration. These benefits are especially pronounced if the
client intends to migrate multiple times.
Unlinkability. Many of QUIC’s features facilitate mitigation
of client linkability during migration. QUIC packets carry public connection IDs, which are used by endpoints to associate
flows to the same connection during connection migration. To
reduce linkability, the IETF QUIC specification [17, Sec 9]
specifies that for each connection endpoints should negotiate
a sufficient number of connection IDs during handshakes,
and an endpoint must not reuse a connection ID when
initiating connection migration. New connection IDs will
be negotiated before the available IDs are exhausted. A client
might further reduce linkability by changing the source UDP

port during migration. QUIC is end-to-end encrypted so that
eavesdroppers cannot learn the negotiated connection IDs
during handshakes. The token sent to validate connection
migration is encrypted, and, with appropriate padding, looks
indistinguishable from data sent by the client application.
Therefore, the adversary cannot determine with certainty
whether and when connection migration events happen. As a
result, the adversary also cannot distinguish the case where
(1) a client is migrating from one IP address to another, from
the case where (2) one client is pausing communications
from the first address and a second distinct client is starting
communications from the second address.

3.2

Assigning IP addresses to multiple clients

To avoid multiple clients having the same IP address at
the same time, MIMIQ uses an address allocation server
in the trusted network to assign IP addresses. The client’s
MIMIQ agent periodically requests a new IP address from
the allocation server, and later performs IP hopping. The
allocation server returns a randomly-selected, unused address
from its address pool. With knowledge of all IP addresses
currently in use, the allocation server can ensure that there
are no address collisions. To enable flexible IP hopping, the
allocation server can assign multiple IP addresses—an IP
address set—to each client. This also reduces the performance
overhead introduced by requesting new IP addresses, as the
client does not need to communicate with the allocation server
for every connection migration event. Upon receiving an IP
address set from the allocation server, the MIMIQ agent can
perform flexible IP hopping using different strategies, as we
discuss in §5.
Triggering connection migration. The MIMIQ agent triggers connection migration by changing the host IP address (e.g., using ifconfig). However, simultaneous connections from the client will share the same source IP address,
which may be susceptible to flow correlation attacks. To
mitigate this issue, the MIMIQ agent can setup multiple
virtual NICs associated with different IP addresses, and
instructs the QUIC library (which is modified to be able to
interact with the agent) being used by client applications to
bind a newly-created connection to a specific IP address. The
applications do not need to be aware of these operations. We
emphasize the single-connection scenario is actually realistic,
e.g., a privacy-savvy client may use QUIC-based VPNs or
QuicTor [1] to tunnel all traffic over a single connection.
Managing IP address lifetime. To use IP addresses efficiently, especially in IPv4 networks, MIMIQ recycles assigned IP addresses. Each assigned address (or address set)
has a lifetime tip , which is randomly selected from a given
range. The client is expected to stop sending packets using
an IP address after tip seconds. The allocation server tracks
the lifetimes of IP addresses, and recycles an address by
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Forwarding return traffic to the clients

In this section we discuss how to handle routing during IP
hopping. We only consider scaling MIMIQ to large networks
of a particular type in this paper, and leave other types of
networks as future work. The target network comprises
multiple client-facing switches that connect to the clients,
and one edge switch that connects to the Internet. All the
client-facing switches and the edge switch are controlled by
the address allocation server. We assume each client host and
switch in the trusted network has a globally unique static
MAC address, each switch has an internal IP address for
internal routing, and clients include their MAC addresses in
requests to the address allocation server. Each client-facing
switch is also assigned a unique identifier SID by the address
allocation server. Similar to a DHCP relay agent, when a
client-facing switch forwards an IP assignment request from
a client, it adds its own SID to the request so the allocation
server can locate it. The other switches in the network perform
normal operations as usual.
Reducing performance overhead via passive ARP learning. In addition to MAC learning, the client-facing switch
would normally need to run the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) or the Neighbor Discovery Protocol (NDP) to
determine the MAC address associated with an IP address.
However, frequent IP hopping would lead to a high rate of
ARP requests, degrading network performance significantly.
We take a different approach that we call passive ARP
learning to solve this issue: The allocation server records
the assigned IP address(es) and the client’s MAC address,
and updates the ARP table in the relevant client-facing
switch (Figure 2, 2 ). One security benefit of using passive
ARP learning is to mitigate IP spoofing, as only the allocation
server can manage the ARP table.
Efficient routing via address encoding. When receiving a
return packet, the edge switch needs to forward the packet
to the relevant client-facing switch. A naive approach is
to record every assigned IP address and internal address
of the relevant client-facing switch. This approach can be
sufficient for IPv4 networks: we estimate that the state-ofthe-art programmable switch can easily handle the routing
entries for /9 IPv4 networks, and can handle /8 networks with
certain optimizations [20]. However, it may be hard to scale
to IPv6 networks because of large routing tables. Instead,
for IPv6 networks, we can encode SID directly into the nonprefix bits of an assigned IP address, and the edge switch
only needs to maintain a static table that maps SID to clientfacing switch internal IP address. A generated IP address is
a concatenation of the network prefix, SID, and random bits,
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removing the corresponding forwarding rules (see §3.3) from
the switches, so packets associated with that IP address can
no longer be sent from/to the client.
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Figure 2: (a) An example of SID encoding. The allocation server
encodes SID0 in the assigned IP address. The edge switch extracts
SID0 from a return packet, gets the address of the client-facing
switch, and sends the encapsulated packet to the switch, who will deencapsulate the packet and forward it to the client. (b) An example
of SID0 updating when k and the size alias name set are 2. The alias
names generated at time 0 remain valid for 2 × tsid seconds.

as shown in Figure 2. One issue is the adversary may be able
to link clients to switches based on SID, which reduces the
anonymity set. A preliminary solution is the allocation server
generates multiple random alias names SID0 for an SID, and
randomly encodes one alias name in the address. The alias
name sets are updated periodically every tsid seconds.
The edge switch additionally learns (from the allocation
server) the mapping between alias names and SID. Given
a return packet, the edge switch finds the SID and internal
address of the relevant client-facing switch, and encapsulates
the packet with an outer IP header in which the destination
IP address is set to the address of the switch. The clientfacing switch de-encapsulates the packet from the edge switch,
and forwards the packet to the client. With the allocation
server distributing forwarding rules, MIMIQ can handle
asymmetric routing easily in the case that multiple edge
switches are deployed.
Assuming l is the number of non-prefix bits in the address,
the number of clients that participate in MIMIQ x and the
number of client-facing switches y should satisfies xy ≤ 2l .
This constraint can easily be satisfied for IPv6 networks,
considering that IPv6 networks would have large amounts
of unused addresses. For instance, MIMIQ can support up
to 248 clients and 216 switches for a common /64 IPv6
network. While it is determined by the number of active
clients in the naive approach, the forwarding-table size in
the encoding approach is determined by the number of clientfacing switches, which could be orders of magnitude smaller.
Handling in-flight packets. Return packets in flight might
get dropped after migration or SID update. To alleviate this
issue, MIMIQ offers mechanisms at the network layer to
facilitate the delivery of in-flight packets. The allocation

3.4

In-network IP generation and hopping

The central allocation server in MIMIQ could become a single
point of failure and we therefore look for a way to make
MIMIQ more robust. Note that QUIC is also robust to passive
migration, i.e., NAT rebinding. So alternatively, we can adopt
an AHP-like approach to encrypt source IP addresses onthe-fly in the edge switch to trigger connection migration,
without using an allocation server. Return traffic handling
becomes easier: the edge switch just needs to decrypt the
return traffic correctly, and the existing routing infrastructure
in the trusted network can remain unmodified. However, with
the in-network approach, the edge switch must update QUIC
connection IDs during migration; otherwise, the first packet
with the new IP address would include an old connection ID
that links it directly to existing connections. Since connection
IDs are negotiated by the client and the server, the edge switch
would need to communicate with the client to get the available
connection IDs and also notify the client to request new
IDs if the available IDs are exhausted. Not only requiring
extensive modifications to the QUIC protocol, this may also
affect network performance. Our future work will consider
offloading some computations from the allocation server to
the edge switch while minimizing the modifications to QUIC.

4

Evaluation

We are still in the process of developing a full prototype. In
the evaluation we only demonstrate the feasibility of MIMIQ
and estimate the potential performance overhead.

4.1

MIMIQ prototype

To demonstrate feasibility, we implement a proof-of-concept
prototype of MIMIQ. 1 We instantiate the address allocation
server with an off-the-shelf DHCP server [16]. We set small
DHCP lease times, so that old IP address leases expire in
time for new requests. Note that one should replace DHCP
with customized protocols for better performance. For the
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server will keep the forwarding rules for an IP address in
the switches for an additional tremove seconds after the IP
has expired. Similarly, an alias name set remains valid for at
least k × tsid seconds, but will not be used for generating new
addresses during that period. See Figure 2(b) for an example.
The allocation server ensures that during any given k × tsid
seconds, all valid alias names are unique. If the client interface
can have multiple IP addresses at once, packets in flight could
still be delivered to the correct host and consumed. As future
work, we will develop a method to determine and optimize the
timing parameters (e.g., tremove and tsid ) in our mechanisms to
reduce in-flight packet loss.
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Figure 3: Evaluation of client throughput under different migration
frequencies and propagation delays.

core QUIC components, we use the open-source QUIC toy
client and server implementations in the Chromium source
code [10]. We modify the QUIC client to act as a MIMIQ
agent: it sends DHCP requests to the DHCP server, and
triggers connection migration by changing its interface IP
using ifconfig. The QUIC client can be configured to hop
with different frequencies. Ideally, a dedicated MIMIQ agent
should run as a daemon and request IP addresses asynchronously for graceful connection migration. Unfortunately,
connection migration is not fully supported in the toy client,
which causes the client to crash if IP hopping happens
before receiving the HTTP response from the server (we
can migrate in between successive request-response pairs,
though). As a workaround, we let the QUIC client control the
IP hopping timing. 2
Mininet emulation. We use Mininet [21] to emulate two test
networks: a single-client setting with only one QUIC client
running and a multi-client setting with four QUIC clients
running on different hosts. Each network also has a DHCP
server and a QUIC server. In each network, all hosts are
connected to a central switch that simply forwards traffic
between the hosts. The link capacity is set to 1 Gbps to
eliminate any bottleneck in bandwidth.
Feasibility. Each client establishes a QUIC connection with
the server and sends multiple GET requests. The server
responds with the HTML file of www.example.com. In
between requests, clients contact the DHCP server to acquire
new IP addresses. In both settings, the client(s) can migrate
at different frequencies without any issues.

4.2

Performance evaluation

We measure the performance overhead of connection migration in a single-client setting. In our experiment, the client
sends 1,000 requests over the same connection to the server to
download the index.html file of www.example.com (totaling
about 2.7 MB of data), and hops between two fixed IP
addresses after a set number of requests, without contact2 In

1 https://github.com/liangw89/p4privacy

20 ms

our tests there are no packets in flight or packet loss. We will
investigate the performance impact of packet loss on MIMIQ in the future.

ing the DHCP server. 3 We repeat the experiment with
different migration frequencies and round-trip propagation
delays (10 ms, 20 ms, 30 ms, 40 ms, and 50 ms), and record the
total time taken to complete all requests. To be consistent with
previous traffic-analysis studies [24, 32, 33], which usually
examine a certain number of packets in a flow, we convert
requests to the corresponding number of packets (each client
request takes two packets). We define migration frequency
as the number of migrations per 100 packets, and consider
migration frequencies from 0 (i.e., no migration) to 50 (i.e.,
every two packets). Note that we perform migration at fixed
packet intervals only because it makes it easier to understand
the impact of migration on performance; such a predicable
migration strategy should not be used in practice.
As expected, more frequent connection migration leads to
lower throughput, as shown in Figure 3. The performance
penalty becomes less severe as propagation delay increases.
For a round-trip time of 50 ms, the throughput drops by only
10% when the migration frequency is four (i.e., migrating
per 25 packets). The average latency introduced by each
migration also increases as migration frequency increases,
ranging from 7 ms to 64 ms, and from 43 ms to 99 ms
for round-trip times of 10 ms and 50 ms, respectively. One
possible reason for this lies in congestion control. According
to the QUIC specification [17], endpoints should reset their
congestion control state after a connection migration since the
new path may have different congestion properties. Though
this affects performance, resetting the congestion state is
useful for hiding migration events from the adversary, i.e.,
the traffic after a migration would look similar to that of a
new connection.
A client who prefers privacy over performance may be
willing to tolerate higher overhead, but can migrate more
strategically to balance the performance/privacy trade-off.
See §5 for more discussions.

5

Discussion and Future Work

IP hopping strategy and privacy. The involvement of the
client makes MIMIQ more flexible than AHP. Given an IP
address set, each client can specify its own policy to freely
determine when to hop and which IP address to use. For
instance, instead of migration at fixed packet intervals, a client
can migrate at random packet intervals or time intervals to
make it more difficult to predict migration. One may also
migrate more strategically. For instance, if a censor uses
the attacks proposed in [33] to detect the application-layer
protocols based on encrypted payloads and only looks at the
first 30 packets in a flow, the client only needs to migrate
3 We want to focus on the performance impact of connection migration,
but the unmodified DHCP server is a performance bottleneck. The client
needs to block ongoing communication and wait for DHCP responses, which
adds additional delay that cannot be attributed to migration itself.

once after 30 packets have been exchanged. The censor may
block the client’s IP if the detected application is blacklisted
(e.g., Tor), but by that time the client has already switched to
a new IP address and can continue the connection normally.
This strategy effectively defeats the censor’s attacks with low
performance overhead.
Most traffic-analysis attacks (e.g., website fingerprinting
attacks and flow correlation attacks) tend to use information
extracted from as many packets in a flow as possible to
increases attack accuracy [14, 22, 24, 32, 33]. Using MIMIQ
to split a connection into smaller flows can reduce the amount
information the adversary learns from a single flow, and
make traffic-analysis attacks less efficient. We evaluated
the efficiency of MIMIQ against state-of-the-art website
fingerprinting attacks [27], and found migrating per 25 to
100 packets can reduce attack accuracy to less than 10% in
the closed-world setting, which is more efficient than the
advanced defenses [12].
Overall, clients should adopt IP hopping strategies based
on their own preferences for performance and privacy, and the
attacks they want to defeat. Further work is required, however,
to inspect the efficiency and performance/privacy trade-off of
using MIMIQ to mitigate various traffic-analysis attacks.
Deployment hurdles facing MIMIQ and incentives. To
run MIMIQ, no public servers need to be modified, as long as
they support QUIC. Since QUIC is rapidly gaining in popularity and will likely be one of the main transport protocols in the
future, we believe most servers will soon support QUIC [2,28].
One key element of MIMIQ is that it is aligned with different
incentives. The wider Internet has no real incentive to boost
the privacy of its users. MIMIQ does not require any changes
or effort from these uninterested parties. Instead, the only
parties requiring modifications are ASes that have an interest
in boosting their privacy by participating in MIMIQ. ISPs may
also want to participate because of financial incentives, e.g.,
an ISP can deploy MIMIQ as a privacy-enhancing service to
attract more customers.

6

Conclusion

MIMIQ hides users’ identities from downstream ASes and
protects against traffic-analysis attacks. Leveraging QUIC’s
connection migration feature and routing mobility, MIMIQ
enables users to change their IP addresses frequently, without
changing location or disrupting ongoing transfers. In contrast
to prior anonymity solutions, MIMIQ has a low barrier to
deployment, as it requires no cooperation from any ASes
other than a single trusted network. We demonstrate that
MIMIQ is feasible and discuss how MIMIQ can defeat
certain traffic-analysis attacks with low performance overhead.
As future work, we will implement a prototype that can
scale to large networks, conduct a security analysis, and
systematically evaluate the effectiveness against various
traffic-analysis attacks.
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